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Mesoscale eddies (with 100km scales) are in all the oceans (Courtesy Raf Ferrari)Mesoscale eddies (with 100km scales) are in all the oceans (Courtesy Raf Ferrari)

      [[well captured by conventional altimetry  and reproduced by recent OGCM]well captured by conventional altimetry  and reproduced by recent OGCM]
                                                         

A fully turbulent ocean !
Observations and modelling studies of the last 10 years have 
strengthened the vision of an upper ocean crowded with a large 
number of mesoscale eddies (GS, Kur., ACC) 



  

Important property:Important property:  
Mesoscale eddies strongly interact:Mesoscale eddies strongly interact:  

SST and biogeochemical tracers are SST and biogeochemical tracers are 
stirred leading to a large number stirred leading to a large number 
of small-scales. of small-scales. 

This is observed on HR  ocean color and This is observed on HR  ocean color and 
SST satellite images that reveal at the SST satellite images that reveal at the 
surface a large number of submesoscales surface a large number of submesoscales 
(filaments ~10km) (filaments ~10km) 



  

 Mesoscale  eddies and submesoscale structures

ubiquitous on satellite data

@  SSubmesoscale structuresubmesoscale structures  (10-30km elongated filaments) 

      These structures were considered (until a few years) to be 
      very weakly energetic with NO impact on the ocean properties. 
     
     
@ Mesoscale eddiesMesoscale eddies (100-300km)  

         capture most of 3D dynamics : 
       
                 Velocity spectrum : slope in k-3 (Stammer, 1997)
                           (property close to geostrophic turbulence)



  
SST field involves a large number of small-scales (slope in k-2)
=> => SST gradients at small-scale are as energetic as large scalesSST gradients at small-scale are as energetic as large scales

(Held et al.'95; Lapeyre & Klein'06; Tulloch & Smith'09;    ...)

Observations: Ferrari & Rudnick, 2000
                       Wang et al., 2010

Observations: Ferrari & Rudnick, 2000
                       Wang et al., 2010

    SST is usually NOT a passive tracer: 
SST gradients are affected  by FRONTOGENESIS !SST gradients are affected  by FRONTOGENESIS !
This concerns BOTH small scales as well as large scales !



  

SST (density) anomalies are stirred by mesoscale eddies  => SST fronts

Because of frontogenesis, ageost. circulation, including a W-field, develops. 
The role of this W-field is to increase the surface current for the front to 
be in thermal wind balance 

                            => SST fronts are associated with a significant W-field => SST fronts are associated with a significant W-field 
                          (Hakim et al.'02; Lapeyre et al.'06; McWilliams et al.'09)                               

FrontogenesisFrontogenesis



  
W-field (from a numerical simulation; Klein et al. 2008): 
W-structures associated with SST fronts 10km wide

m/day)



  
W-field (from field experiment: LeGal et al, 2007): 
W-structures associated with SST fronts 10km wide



  

Eddy stirring produces SST gradients at all scales  
Frontogenesis produces W that increases surface currents 
Frontogenesis corresponds to a 

    transformation of PE into KE  that occurs at transformation of PE into KE  that occurs at meso and small-scalemeso and small-scale. 

PE => KE: 

      Surface frontal dynamicsSurface frontal dynamics

XX



  

(W)(W)

Submesoscales efficiently feed up mesoscale eddies and larger scales

(Capet et al.'08; Klein et al.'08;Tulloch & Smith'09)

   => Velocity spectrum (SSH) has a Velocity spectrum (SSH) has a slope in kslope in k-2-2 and NOT a slope in k-3 
   => Total EKE is largerTotal EKE is larger when submesoscales are taken into account

       The surface frontal dynamics modifies the nonlinear interactions
                                                                               on a large spectral range



  

Evidence that submesoscales are more energetic: 
velocity has a shallower slope

(k-2 instead of k-3 in the interior)

Evidence that submesoscales are more energetic: 
velocity has a shallower slope

(k-2 instead of k-3 in the interior)

Observations: Le Traon et al., 2008 
                        Xu and Fu, 2010

Observations: Le Traon et al., 2008 
                        Xu and Fu, 2010

Models: Capet et al. 2008;Klein et al., 2008Models: Capet et al. 2008;Klein et al., 2008

k-2

k-3

Such spectral slope over a large spectral  range is due toSuch spectral slope over a large spectral  range is due to 

=> => the  dynamical impact of the W-field at small-scalesthe  dynamical impact of the W-field at small-scales
  

Due 



  

(I) HR numerical simulation  ~ Gulf Stream

 
         @  strong cyclone/anticyclone asymmetry   

         @  significant W-field triggered by surface frontogenesis (moderate stratification) 
                                                    =>  =>  Velocity spectrum has a Velocity spectrum has a slope in kslope in k-2-2



  

  (II) HR numerical simulation: same as (I) but with stronger stratification

                    @ cyclone/anticyclone symmetry@ cyclone/anticyclone symmetry
 
 
          @  weak W-field triggered by surface frontogenesis (rms value 3 times smaller) 
                                                    =>  Velocity spectrum has a =>  Velocity spectrum has a slope in kslope in k-3.5 -3.5 !!
                                      =>=>    Total KE is almost 1.5 smaller !Total KE is almost 1.5 smaller !



  

 
         @  strong nonlinear interactions 

         @  weak W-field triggered by surface frontogenesis (strong stratification) 
                                                    =>  Velocity spectrum has a =>  Velocity spectrum has a slope in kslope in k-3.5 -3.5 !!
                                                                =>  Close to geostrophic turbulence !=>  Close to geostrophic turbulence !



  

                                                                                                                                                                      SummarySummary

Surface submesoscales have a strong dynamical impact  Surface submesoscales have a strong dynamical impact  

  through the energetic W-field triggered by frontogenesis 

They increase the total KE through the PE => KE increaseThey increase the total KE through the PE => KE increase

They lead to a velocity (SSH) spectrum slope They lead to a velocity (SSH) spectrum slope inin k k-2-2  instead ofinstead of k k-3-3

They drive a large part of the vertical fluxes of any tracers They drive a large part of the vertical fluxes of any tracers 
  in the first 300min the first 300m  

They are captured by SQG dynamics instead of QG dynamics They are captured by SQG dynamics instead of QG dynamics 
=> 3D dynamics in the first 300-800m can be recovered from => 3D dynamics in the first 300-800m can be recovered from 
            HR SSH and climatological stratification HR SSH and climatological stratification 

(Lapeyre & Klein'06; Klein et al'09)(Lapeyre & Klein'06; Klein et al'09)



  

JASON

SWOT

SWOT/ conventional altimetrySWOT/ conventional altimetry



  

SWOT should allow: SWOT should allow: 

to better estimate the ocean kinetic energy to better estimate the ocean kinetic energy 
to estimate the vertical fluxes in the first 300-800m   to estimate the vertical fluxes in the first 300-800m   



  

Wang et al., JPO 2010

Velocity spectrum: k-2 from SSH but k-3 from ADCP data (Oleander dataset) 
Kinetic energy:  smaller energy level with ADCP data than altimetry data
Temperature spectrum: k-2.3 (closer to velocity spectrum from SSH)
Wang et al. suggest that these discrepancies question the accuracy of altimetry data. They 
think that these data may be contaminated by noise even for scales larger than 70km ! 

Other reasons can explain these discrepancies ...Other reasons can explain these discrepancies ...

VelocitySSH

Discrepancies between velocity spectrum deduced from SSH Discrepancies between velocity spectrum deduced from SSH 
and surface currents ?  and surface currents ?  



  

With no ML: * velocity spectrum from surface U,V (red) resembles that from SSH (black) 
                      * surface density spectrum close to velocity spectrum from SSH (green)
With  ML:   * velocity spectrum from surface U,V (red) steeper that from SSH (black) 

         * surface density spectrum still close to velocity spectrum from SSH (green)
Results from high resolution simulations with ML: similar to those from Wang et al.,2010

Klein et al., JPO 2010



  

Explanation: * in presence of a strong mixing, ageostrophic currents develop in order to 
                         decrease the vertical shear such  that  
                   * these ageostrophic currents counteract geostrophic currents and are larger
                         for smaller scales (since the vertical shear is larger for smaller scales) 
                       * ML mixing further boosts frontogenesis and increases surface density 
                         gradients (which compensates for their decrease by mixing)
                        --> surface density spectrum is still close to velocity spectrum from SSH

==> Results close to those from Wang et al. 2010 

Analytical argument 
Black curve: spectrum from SSH(Ug,Vg) 
Geostrophic currents at depth can be 
 deduced from 

Red curve: spectrum from surface currents 
assuming that Ug and Vg (from SSH and
 SQG relations) are well mixed over a ML
 of depth H:

 



  

These ageostrophic motions induced by mixing are just confined within the ML.
They are in part generated by the geostrophic currents since they act to reduce 
the vertical shear of these currents. 
This is what is observed (see also Nagai et al., JGR, 2006). 
SSH is still a good proxy to get the 3D circulation below the ML. 



  

    
  High resolution altimetry dataHigh resolution altimetry data  combined with results from theoretical  combined with results from theoretical  

studies shouldstudies should  allow toallow to  diagnosediagnose  the 3D  motionsthe 3D  motions    (including W) (including W) 

in the first 500m below the surface. in the first 500m below the surface. 

=> A HR instantaneous snapshot of SSH should give => A HR instantaneous snapshot of SSH should give access to the access to the 
horizontal and vertical fluxes of any tracers that vary slowly in timehorizontal and vertical fluxes of any tracers that vary slowly in time



  

  The method to diagnose the 3D dynamics from The method to diagnose the 3D dynamics from 
  the SSH  based on the SQG dynamics (Held et al, 1995): the SSH  based on the SQG dynamics (Held et al, 1995): 

  



  

Observed W and RV                                       Reconstructed W and Observed W and RV                                       Reconstructed W and 
 (at 200m)                                                 (at 200m)



  

* Differences between the KE from  SSH and that from surface currents is 
   understandable in terms of ageostrophic motions that act to reduce the vertical 
   shear of geostrophic motions within the ML. 
* Ageostrophic motions within the ML are driven by both the geostrophic 
   currents (SSH) and the wind forcing. 
* HR SSH a good proxy to get the 3D circulation below the ML at submesoscales 

* Surface pressure gradients (through the SSH) drive the ocean circulation within
   the first 500m including a part of the ageostrophic motions within the ML



  



  



  



  

                                                                                                                                                                                                              ConclusionsConclusions

First results are promising First results are promising 

@ H.R. SSH should allow to diagnose the 3D motions (including the @ H.R. SSH should allow to diagnose the 3D motions (including the 
          W field) in the upper ocean; W field) in the upper ocean; 

=> access to the horizontal and vertical fluxes => access to the horizontal and vertical fluxes 

Some work has still to be done: Some work has still to be done: 

@ Further tests in diferent oceanic regions using OFES simulations @ Further tests in diferent oceanic regions using OFES simulations 
        and improvement of the method usedand improvement of the method used

@  We need a better knowledge of the climatological stratification (No)@  We need a better knowledge of the climatological stratification (No)
          (comparison of SST and SSH fields, use of Argo floats ?) (comparison of SST and SSH fields, use of Argo floats ?) 

@ We need to better assess the mixed-layer dynamics @ We need to better assess the mixed-layer dynamics             (combination of SSH, SST and SAR data ?)(combination of SSH, SST and SAR data ?)



  

Assessment of the potentiality of HR SSH:
Use of simulations (as testbeds) of eddy turbulence 

forced by realistic HF winds

PE model 1/100e degree, 200 levelsPE model 1/100e degree, 200 levels 
[3000km*2000km*4000m]

@ Eddy turbulent field : 
   * surface kinetic energy (300km)
     with a k-2 spectrum slope

   * thin (<10km) submesoscales with 
      large vorticity values (-f to 3f) 
     quickly evolving (=>large W)
      (Klein et al, JPO, 2008, Capet et al.,2008)

@ No mixed-layer (ML)  AND 

    active ML forced by HF (3h) winds: 
         - 80m deep
         - energetic near-inertial motions

Surface relative vorticity field



  

(Lapeyre, Klein, Hua, JPO'06)



  

Ro=0.6 at surface (due to 
submesoscales) and 0.06 at 800m

Regime of surface turbulence: 
Cyclonic structures dominate 
(Hakim et al., JAS 2002, 
      McWilliams et al., 2009)

Regime of interior turbulence: 
Anticyclonic structures dominate 
(Polvani et al., Chaos 1994)

(Roullet and Klein, PRL 2010)

skewness

(II) Significant cyclone/anticyclone asymmetry

        Departure from QG flow is due to surface submesoscales 
 => suggests a connection between upper and deeper layers



  

@  Submesoscales are energetic near the surface and are driven by frontogenesis
 
@ they are associated with an energetic vertical velocity field (W)@ they are associated with an energetic vertical velocity field (W)

@ through W, submesoscales not only feed up mesoscale eddies but they also @ through W, submesoscales not only feed up mesoscale eddies but they also 
          force the vortex stretching in the interiorforce the vortex stretching in the interior

@ as such submesoscales affect the larger ocean circulation in both the upper @ as such submesoscales affect the larger ocean circulation in both the upper 
        and deeper layersand deeper layers

=>=> they need to be taken into account in simulations and to be observed they need to be taken into account in simulations and to be observed

They are not accessible from satellite data at the present time. They are not accessible from satellite data at the present time. 
However new altimeters should provide HR SSH, which combined with However new altimeters should provide HR SSH, which combined with 
dynamical properties may allow to diagnose submesoscale dynamics.dynamical properties may allow to diagnose submesoscale dynamics.  

ConclusionsConclusions



  

 Submesoscales are energetic in 
 the surface oceanic layers (300m)
 (k-2-2 surface velocity and density spectra) 
=>  driven by frontogenesis

 Submesoscales are much weaker 
  at   depth   (k-3.5-3.5 velocity spectrum)



  

Existence of a surface dynamical mode (Charney mode) that captures 

most of the 3D dynamics of the upper oceanic layers. 

=> leads to propose a conceptual framework to reconstruct 
      the 3D dynamics in the first 500m from HR SSH/SST using 
      climatological stratification. 



  

  

aXXXXXXXX     

XXXXXXXXX

~20km

Inverse KE cascade
Eddy intensification <= 

Direct KE cascade
      => mixing

JASON
SWOT



  

Lapeyre and Klein (JPO 2006):Lapeyre and Klein (JPO 2006):  

PV anomalies in the ocean interiorPV anomalies in the ocean interior (driven by baroclinic instability) (driven by baroclinic instability)
are correlated to the surface PV anomaliesare correlated to the surface PV anomalies (driven by surface  (driven by surface 
frontogenesis) [frontogenesis) [see also Isern et al.,JGR 2008; Klein et al., GRL 2009; 
Sasaki et al., in preparation]. . 

This leads to propose a method to diagnose the 3D dynamics from This leads to propose a method to diagnose the 3D dynamics from 
either the SSH or the surface buoyancy. either the SSH or the surface buoyancy. 

This diagnosis method is based on the SQG dynamics (Held et al, 1995): This diagnosis method is based on the SQG dynamics (Held et al, 1995): 

  

 No/fo takes into account the contribution of the interior dynamics



  

Observed W and RV                                       Reconstructed W and Observed W and RV                                       Reconstructed W and 
 (at 200m)                                                 (at 200m)



  



  



  



  

 
Because of the frontogenesis, submesoscales are associated 

with an energetic vertical velocity field in the first 300m 

 

50% of the vertical tracer fluxes at 200m occur within the 
elongated filaments outside the eddies 

=> Strong impact on the global ocean dynamics... 
       Three results...  



  



  

The dashed blue curve 
(APE to KE transfer through W)
 and solid red curve 
(inverse KE cascade) 
 well extend in the small scales 
 region (Klein et al., 2008, Capet 
 et al., 2008) 

 Impact of frontogenesis on the KE budget:

Submesoscales efficiently feed up mesoscale eddies and larger scales

 Divergent motions strongly increase the APE transformation 
 into KE at small scales which  feeds up the inverse KE  cascade 

  => a total kinetic energy increase by a factor 2



  

Direct PE cascade at surface through eddy stirring processes 
Frontogenesis at all scales  
Inverse KE cascade through nonlinear interactions 

    => Velocity spectrum (SSH) has a Velocity spectrum (SSH) has a slope in kslope in k-2-2 and NOT a slope in k-3 
   =>  Total EKE is multiplied by 2Total EKE is multiplied by 2 when submesoscales are taken into account
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